Abstract-Using directional antennas to conserve bandwidth and energy consumption in ad hoc wireless networks (or simply ad hoc networks) is becoming popular in recent years. However, applications of directional antennas for broadcasting have been limited. We propose a novel broadcast protocol called directional self-pruning (DSP) for ad hoc wireless networks using directional antennas. DSP is a nontrivial generalization of an existing localized deterministic broadcast protocol using omnidirectional antennas. Compared with its omnidirectional predecessor, DSP uses about the same number of forward nodes to relay the broadcast packet, while the number of forward directions that each forward node uses in transmission is significantly reduced. With the lower broadcast redundancy, DSP is more bandwidth and energy-efficient. DSP is based on 2-hop neighborhood information and does not rely on location or angle-ofarrival (AoA) information. Two special cases of DSP are discussed: the first one preserves shortest paths in reactive routing discoveries; the second one uses the directional reception mode to minimize broadcast redundancy. DSP is a localized protocol. Its expected number of forward nodes is Oð1Þ times the optimal value. An extensive simulation study using both custom and ns2 simulators shows that DSP significantly outperforms both omnidirectional broadcast protocols and existing directional broadcast protocols.
INTRODUCTION
U SING smart antennas (i.e., directional antennas) to conserve bandwidth and energy consumption in wireless communications is becoming popular in recent years [12] , [22] . Compared with the omnidirectional antennas, a smart antenna can form directional beams for both transmission and reception, which achieves better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and reduces interference. Benefits of directional antennas include capacity and range increases, supporting new services such as location estimation, better security, and reduced multipath propagation [12] . Many network protocols have been proposed for using directional antennas in ad hoc networks [5] , [11] , [17] , [27] . However, most of them focused on the MAC layer, and research on the application of directional antennas in unicasting and broadcasting has been limited.
Broadcasting is frequently used in ad hoc networks not only for data dissemination, but also for route discovery in reactive unicast routing protocols. Blind flooding has been the most popular form of broadcasting because of its simplicity. In blind flooding, every node forwards the broadcast packet exactly once. The major drawback of blind flooding is its high cost and excessive redundancy, which causes the broadcast storm problem [28] . Both probabilistic [3] , [28] and deterministic [14] , [15] , [20] , [21] , [26] approaches have been proposed for efficient broadcasting in ad hoc networks. Probabilistic approaches use no [28] or limited [3] neighborhood information and require relatively high broadcast redundancy to maintain an acceptable delivery ratio. Deterministic approaches select a few forward nodes based on topology information to achieve full delivery. Most deterministic broadcast schemes in ad hoc networks are localized. A localized algorithm determines the status of each node (forward or nonforward) based on its k-hop neighborhood information, where k is a small constant. Localized deterministic algorithms are more efficient than probabilistic approaches [30] . Nevertheless their efficiency can be further improved. Wireless nodes with directional antenna can control their radiation pattern to reduce broadcast redundancy. Several protocols [4] , [10] , [9] , [25] have been proposed for efficient broadcasting using directional antennas. However, most of them are probabilistic approaches, depend on location or angle-of-arrival (AoA) information, or assume specific antenna models. None of them uses the directional reception mode.
In this paper, we propose a novel broadcast protocol called directional self-pruning (DSP), which extends a localized deterministic broadcast protocol (called selfpruning) for ad hoc networks with omnidirectional antennas [31] . Extending the omnidirectional self-pruning scheme to use directional antennas is nontrivial. We show that the original self-pruning algorithm in [31] must be enhanced carefully to avoid broadcast failure without being overly conservative. In certain occasions, it takes more forward nodes in DSP than in omnidirectional self-pruning to guarantee full delivery. Compared with its omnidirectional predecessor, DSP minimizes the interference and energy consumption by switching off transmission in unnecessary directions. Our simulation results show that, by partitioning the transmission range of each node into four directions, DSP uses about 10 percent more forward nodes than the original self-pruning, while reducing the transmission cost by 45 percent. We also implemented DSP on ns2 and showed that it outperforms existing localized directional broadcast schemes in terms of efficiency and/or reliability.
DSP does not rely on location or AoA information. In DSP, each node is equipped with only 2-hop neighborhood information (or simply 2-hop information), which is collected via two rounds of "Hello" message exchanges among neighbors. The direction information (i.e., how to form a directional beam to reach a specific neighbor) is included in the 2-hop information and does not cause extra overhead to collect. DSP uses a general antenna model with fewer assumptions than existing models and, therefore, adapts well to a wide range of antenna techniques. In the new antenna model, directional beams can be irregular, overlapping, and unaligned. We also introduce two variations of DSP that support shortest path routing and directional reception mode.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews existing broadcast schemes using omnidirectional or directional antennas. Section 3 defines the efficient broadcasting problem and introduces the omnidirectional self-pruning scheme. We also provide our antenna model and neighborhood discovery scheme in this section. Section 4 describes the DSP algorithm and its properties. Section 5 discusses two variations of the DSP supporting shortest path routing and the directional reception mode, respectively. Simulation results are presented in Section 5, and Section 6 concludes this paper.
RELATED WORK
Many deterministic broadcast schemes have been proposed for ad hoc networks using omnidirectional antennas. A deterministic broadcast algorithm is equivalent to an algorithm that forms a connected dominating set (CDS). The problem of finding a minimal CDS was proven NP-complete. Approximation algorithms exist, but are either centralized [7] , cluster-based [1] , or location-based [13] . Centralized and cluster-based algorithms have slow convergency in mobile networks. Location-based algorithms rely on external devices such as GPS receivers, which cause extra cost. Localized broadcast algorithms can be further divided into neighbor designating algorithms and self-pruning algorithms. In neighbor-designating [14] , [15] , [21] , each forward node selects a few 1-hop neighbors as new forward nodes to cover its 2-hop neighbors. In self-pruning [20] , [26] , [6] , each node determines it own status (forward or nonforward). A generic selfpruning scheme was proposed in [31] .
Application of directional antennas in localized broadcasting is limited in literature. Most of them are probabilistic approaches [4] , [9] , [25] . Choudhury and Vaidya [4] proposed to reduce the broadcast redundancy in relaying routing request by switching off transmissions in directions toward the last forward node. Hu et al. [9] presented three schemes to improve the broadcast efficiency. In the first scheme, each node switches off its transmission beams toward known forward nodes. In the second and third schemes, each forward node designates only one neighbor as a forward node in each direction. In the third scheme, the selection of forward nodes is aided by location information. Shen et al. [25] devised directional versions of probabilistic protocols in [28] . Only two localized deterministic schemes were proposed [10] , [25] . Lim and Kim's neighbor elimination [14] was extended in [25] , where each node switches off transmission in a direction, if all neighbors in this direction are also neighbors of a known forward node. In [10] , each node forms a single beam with an adjustable width to reach all neighbors that are not covered by transmissions of known forward nodes. Location information is used to calculate the angle and orientation of the transmission beam.
PRELIMINARIES
We first give an antenna model that uses very few assumptions and accommodates a wide range of directional antenna systems. A simple scheme is then proposed for collecting 2-hop information, including relative directions of neighbors, without using location or AoA information. Then, we define efficient broadcasting using directional antennas as an optimization problem. The original selfpruning scheme [31] is reviewed as the first solution to this problem.
Antenna Model
Two techniques are used in smart antenna systems that form directional transmission/reception beams: switched beam and steerable beam [22] . Switched beam systems use fixed antenna patterns to transmit to or receive from specific directions. A simplified and yet popular antenna model for those systems is ideally sectorized [4] , [9] , [25] , as shown in Fig. 1a . The effective transmission range of each node v is equally divided into K nonoverlapping sectors. Each node can switch on one or several sectors for transmission or reception. For example, to transmit to nodes u and w, node v can switch on both sectors 1 and 2. Aligned sectors are assumed in most existing protocols; that is, sector i (i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; K) on all nodes point to the same direction. Steerable beam systems can adjust the bearing and width of a beam to transmit to or receive from certain neighbors. The corresponding antenna mode is an adjustable cone [10] , [29] , as shown in Fig. 1b . Most protocols also use omnidirectional transmission and reception modes. However, due to the different antenna gains in directional and omnidirectional modes, the effective transmission range in omnidirectional mode (represented by the dashed circle in Fig. 1a ) is usually smaller than the area jointly covered by all directional transmission ranges. Both antenna models assume regular beam shapes for ease of computation, especially for estimating directions of neighbors based on location or AoA information. In practical systems, however, antenna beams have irregular shapes due to the existence of side lobes (as shown in Fig. 1c) , which causes inaccurate estimations.
This paper uses an antenna model based on very few assumptions, such that the proposed directional broadcast protocol does not rely on a specific antenna type. Fig. 1d illustrates this model. We assume that each node can transmit and receive in K directions with id's 1; 2; . . . ; K. In switched beam systems, each direction corresponds to a fixed antenna pattern. In steerable beam systems, a small set of beam settings, with different bearings and uniform or nonuniform widths, can be selected to cover a given neighborhood area. The shape of each direction does not have to be regular or aligned. For example, direction 1 of node v is a cone, while direction 1 of node w is a ring. The only constraint is that each direction must have a fixed size and shape. Directions can also be overlapping, as shown by the shadowed area between directions 1 and 2 of node v. Unlike in the ideally sectorized model, each node can only transmit in one direction at any moment. Multidirection transmission is emulated via sweeping [4] , i.e., multiple directional transmissions in consequent time slots. Although this method incurs extra delay, it can be easily implemented on most directional antenna systems. In addition, single direction transmission has much longer transmission distance than omnidirectional or multidirection transmission. This enhanced per-hop transmission distance is essential for finding a shortest path with the minimum hop count in an on-demand route discovery process. There are two reception modes: the omnidirectional mode, where a node can receive from all neighbors, and the directional mode, where a node receives from neighbors in a single direction. With the general antenna model, the application of the proposed protocol is not limited to directional antennas. In Fig. 1d , when node w transmit with different power levels, the corresponding transmission range are rings with different radii. If we view those rings as directions, the corresponding protocol is an efficient broadcast scheme based on power control techniques.
Directional Neighborhood Discovery
Neighborhood information is collected via exchanging "Hello" messages among neighbors. A similar scheme was used in [22] to collect 1-hop information using AoA information. Here, we provide a simple scheme for collecting 2-hop information without using any location or AoA information. Olariu et al. [19] has recently proposed a similar scheme to create a coordinate system in a sensor network.
In directional neighborhood discovery, each node sends periodical "Hello" messages to its neighbors. Each "Hello" message is transmitted in all directions, with node id and direction id piggybacked in the message. By collecting "Hello" messages from its neighbors, each node v can assemble its 1-hop information, including a list of its neighbors, and directions used by those neighbors to reach v. Note that the direction for v to reach a neighbor u is still unknown at that time. The 1-hop information, i.e., NðvÞ and D w!v : 8w 2 NðvÞ of each node v, is exchanged among neighbors in the next round of "Hello" messages. By assembling the 1-hop information of v and its neighbors, node v can construct its 2-hop information, which is a subgraph of G derived from v's closed neighbor set N½v ¼ NðvÞ [ fvg. Specifically, v's 2-hop information provides the following: 1) for any two nodes u and w in N½v, whether a link ðu; wÞ exists, and 2) if such a link exists, the set of directions D u!w (D w!u ) that node u (w) uses to reach node w (u). Note that v's 2-hop neighbors are excluded from the 2-hop information, because the direction from a 1-hop neighbor to any 2-hop neighbor is unknown.
In the above scheme, each "Hello" message is sent out K times in K directions at each node. In traditional neighbor discovery schemes using omnidirectional "Hello" messages, each message is sent only once. However, given the same neighborhood area, the bandwidth and energy consumption of each directional transmission is roughly 1=K that of an omnidirectional transmission. The total cost of the directional neighborhood discovery is similar to that of the traditional scheme. This scheme also works when there are obstacles, as the neighbor and direction information is retrieved from real signal reception instead of being computed from an ideal antenna pattern. Collecting k-hop information with k > 2 is possible, but will cause larger "Hello" messages and slower convergence. We assume that node movement, in terms of changing positions or turning on their axes, is relatively slow with respect to the "Hello" interval, so that 2-hop information collected at each node is up-to-date. We also assume that packet collision is avoided via an ideal MAC layer; otherwise, no broadcast protocol, including simple flooding, will guarantee full delivery. For clarity, we use ideally sectorized direction shapes in examples. Nevertheless, all results in this paper work for the general antenna model as shown in Fig. 1d .
Efficient Broadcasting
In ad hoc networks using omnidirectional antennas, for each broadcasting, some nodes (called forward nodes) are selected to forward the packet. In networks using directional antennas, each node selects some directions (called forward directions) to forward the packet. We define the forward scheme, F , as a function on V , where F ðvÞ is the set of v's forward directions. Given F , we say a destination d is reachable from a source s, if s ¼ d or there exists a forward path P : ðv 1 ¼ s; v 2 ; . . . ; v l ¼ dÞ satisfying that every node in P forwards to the direction of its successor. That is,
We say a forward scheme F achieves full delivery if all nodes in the network are reachable from s.
Full delivery can be easily achieved via flooding, i.e., F ðvÞ ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; Kg for all v 2 V . For efficient broadcasting, the objective is to use a small number of forward directions to conserve bandwidth and energy consumption. For a given antenna model, we define the transmission cost of a forward scheme as jF j ¼ P v2V jF ðvÞj, where jF ðvÞj is the number of forward directions of node v, and the directional broadcasting problem as follows:
Efficient Broadcasting: Given a number of antenna directions K, network G, and source s, find the forward scheme F that achieves full delivery with minimum transmission cost jF j.
Efficient broadcasting using omnidirectional antennas is a special case of the above problem with K ¼ 1. Broadcasting in ad hoc networks with a minimal number of forward nodes is equivalent to finding a minimum connected dominating set (CDS), which is known to be NP-complete. The efficient broadcasting problem with a particular K ! 2 in a geometric graph is conjectured to be NP-complete. A distributed broadcast algorithm is localized, if each node selects its forward direction based on local neighborhood information (e.g., 2-hop information). Our objective is to find a localized solution with a low average transmission cost.
We first review the omnidirectional self-pruning (OSP) as a trivial solution to the above problem. In OSP, each node computes the coverage of its neighborhood after receiving the packet from one or several known forward nodes. In node v's local view, a node w is covered if: 1) w is a known forward node, 2) w is a neighbor of a known forward node, or 3) w is a neighbor of a covered node with a higher id than v. If v has uncovered neighbors, it becomes a forward node and transmits in all directions; otherwise, it does nothing. It was proved in [31] that OSP guarantees full delivery.
PROPOSED SCHEME
For efficient broadcasting using directional antennas, we propose directional self-pruning (DSP) to replace the omnidirectional self-pruning (OSP) scheme. In DSP, forward nodes can switch off transmissions in directions of covered neighbors to conserve broadcast cost. However, the definition of covered node must be enhanced to maintain full delivery without being overly conservative. OSP can be viewed as a special case of DSP with K ¼ 1. Compared with OSP, DSP uses slightly more forward nodes, and far fewer forward directions. We prove that DSP ensures full delivery, and the average number of forward nodes in DSP is within a constant factor of the minimal value in an optimal solution.
Why OSP to DSP Is Nontrivial
Intuitively, OSP can be improved using directional antennas. It seems that each forward node only needs to transmit in directions of uncovered neighbors; other directions can be switched off to conserve transmission cost. However, the task of fitting the original self-pruning scheme in a directional transmission model is not straightforward. Being too aggressive and switching off too many directions cause broadcast failures. On the other hand, being overly conservative brings about unnecessarily low pruning efficiency. Fig. 2a shows a failed broadcast process in an "optimized" version of OSP which transmits only in directions of uncovered neighbors. First, source node 1 transmits the broadcast packet to its neighbors 4 and 5. In node 4's local view, all nodes, except node 2 in direction 1, are covered. Therefore, node 4 forwards in direction 1 only. This packet is received by neighbors 2 and 5, but not by nodes 3, 6, and 7. If node 5 overhears both transmissions of nodes 1 and 4, it has two known forward nodes in its local view, and the third neighbor, node 6, is covered by node 4. It becomes a nonforward node because all neighbors are covered. Similarly, node 2 also becomes a nonforward node. As a result, the broadcasting stops after two transmissions, and nodes 3, 6, 7, and 8 have never received the broadcast packet.
One may argue that the above problem can be solved by using a more cautious rule to identify covered nodes. In the above example, even if node 6 is a neighbor of a forward node, it should not be considered as covered because it has not received the packet from node 4. However, using such a definition of coverage is overly conservative which causes unnecessary transmissions. As shown in Fig. 2b , when neighbors of a forward node in its nonforward directions are not considered covered, nodes 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 become forward nodes and achieve full delivery. However, the transmission of node 2 is unnecessary; all of its neighbors have been covered by node 3. In the following section, we define a new coverage rule to avoid those problems.
Directional Self-Pruning
In DSP, each forward node u includes its forward directions, F ðuÞ, in the broadcast packet. Based on the refined definition (called the directional coverage rule), a node w in node v's local view is covered if and only if:
1. w is a known forward node, 2. w is a neighbor of a known forward node u and w is within one of u's forward directions (i.e., D u!w \ F ðuÞ 6 ¼ ;), or 3. w is a neighbor of a covered node with a higher id than v. As shown in Fig. 3 , a covered neighbor is either a forward node or connected to a forward node via a replacement path ðu; w 1 ; w 2 ; . . . ; w m ; wÞ, where idðw i Þ > idðvÞ. Two scenarios exist: 1) idðuÞ < idðvÞ, then w 1 must be within a forward direction of u in order to apply term 2; 2) idðuÞ > idðvÞ, then w 1 can be out of u's forward directions by applying term 3.
Based on the new rule, node 5 in Fig. 2 can no longer view node 6 as covered, because node 4 has not transmitted in direction 2 and, in addition, node 4 has a lower id than node 5. Therefore, node 5 becomes a forward node. Similarly, nodes 6, 7, and 3 become forward nodes and ensure full delivery. On the other hand, node 2 can still view nodes 3 and 8 as covered, because both nodes are connected via a replacement path to node 4, which has a higher id than node 2. Therefore, node 2 becomes a nonforward node.
Algorithm 1 Directional Self Pruning
(DSP, at each node v) 1: Compute the set C of covered nodes based on directional coverage rules. 2: If NðvÞ C, then v becomes a nonforward node (i.e., F ðvÞ ¼ ;).
3: Otherwise, v becomes a forward node, and F ðvÞ ¼ fd v!w jw 2 ðNðvÞ À CÞg.
Algorithm 1 gives the DSP algorithm. In line 1, it uses the new coverage rule to compute the set of covered nodes. In line 3, the data packet is transmitted only in directions with uncovered nodes, instead of all directions. For each uncovered neighbor w, at least one direction d v!w 2 D v!w becomes a forward direction in F ðvÞ. If there are overlapping directions, an uncovered node may appear in different directions (i.e., jD v!w j > 1). In this case, a greedy heuristic algorithm for the set coverage problem [7] can be used to select a minimum F ðvÞ that covers all nodes in NðvÞ À C. The source node is always a forward node, but it can switch off transmissions in those "empty" directions without neighbors. Note that OSP can be viewed as a special case of DSP with K ¼ 1. Fig. 4 illustrates DSP, which uses four forward nodes and eight forward directions. The source node 1 transmits in all four directions. Node 2 transmits in only one direction, because in its local view (as shown in Fig. 4b ), all neighbors except node 7 are covered. There is an uncovered node 8 in node 9's local view (as shown in Fig. 4c) . Therefore, node 9 becomes a forward node and transmits in direction 1. Similarly, node 5 has two uncovered nodes 6 and 10, and transmits in directions 3 and 4.
Properties of DSP
In this section, we prove the correctness of DSP and provide a constant probabilistic bound on the number of forward nodes used by DSP. The following theorem guarantees that every node eventually receives the broadcast packet. Theorem 1. The forward scheme determined by DSP achieves full delivery.
Proof. By contradiction, suppose there is at least one node that is unreachable from the source s. Let U be the set of "border" nodes that 1) is reachable from the source node and 2) has an unreachable neighbor. U is not empty in a connected network. Let v be the node with the highest id in U, and w an unreachable neighbor of v. Since v has not transmitted in w's direction, node w must be covered in v's local view. However, we show that w cannot be covered, as none of the three terms in the directional coverage rule applies:
1. w is a known forward node, which implies that w is reachable from s. 2. w is a neighbor of a known forward node u that has transmitted in w's direction. In this case, w is reachable from s via a forward path through u. 3. w is a neighbor of a covered node with a higher id than v. There are only two possible scenarios, as shown in Fig. 3 . In both cases, the unreachable node w is connected to a reachable node w 1 via a path P : ðw 1 ; w 2 ; . . . ; w m ; wÞ, where each w i (1 i m) has a higher id than v. There is at least one node w j in P that has an unreachable neighbor w jþ1 (here, we view w as w mþ1 ). That is, w j 2 U, which contradicts the assumption that v has the highest id in U. t u
Self-pruning protocols, including both OSP and DSP, are dynamic algorithms, where the forward status is determined during the broadcast process, and forward nodes form a source-dependent CDS. In certain scenarios, a static algorithm that maintains a source-independent CDS are preferable. Dynamic algorithms produce a smaller CDS than static algorithms, as they use dynamic (forward node) information to improve the pruning efficiency. Static algorithms are usually used to form a virtual backbone of the network. A typical static algorithm is Rule k [6] , where a node is a nonforward node if all its neighbors can be connected via several nodes with higher id's, and a forward node otherwise.
Rule k has been shown as a special case of OSP [31] ; if a node can be pruned by Rule k, it can also be pruned by OSP.
It was proven in [6] that Rule k has a constant probabilistic bound. That is, the expected number of forward nodes selected by Rule k is Oð1Þ times that in an optimal solution. As OSP has fewer forward nodes than Rule k, the above probabilistic bound also holds for OSP. We cannot, however, apply the same bound directly to DSP, because DSP may use more forward nodes than OSP. The following theorem shows that, in a random ad hoc network, the expected ratio of the forward node number in DSP to the minimal value in an optimal algorithm is still a constant. For simplicity, we assume all nodes are uniformly distributed in a boundless area. The case in a bounded area can be done in a similar manner to the proof in [6] . Theorem 2. Given an ideally sectorized antenna model with K sectors, the expected number of forward nodes determined by DSP is Oð1Þ times that in an optimal solution in random ad hoc networks.
Proof. We first prove that the average number of forward nodes in each unit area is a constant. The basic idea is that, if a few nodes with the highest id's occupy certain "good" positions, other nodes with lower id's will become nonforward nodes, no matter how many nodes are in this area. Consider small squares with area size A. By putting m squares together in a pattern illustrated in Fig. 5 , if a directional beam (represented by a cone) of a known forward node reaches any node in the central (black) square, this beam will also contain some peripheral squares. Therefore, all nodes in those "covered" (gray) squares are within a forward direction of the known forward node. Such a layout is always possible for a given K, if we make A sufficiently small and m sufficiently large. Let v be a node in the central square; v will become a nonforward node if each of the m squares contains a node with a higher id than v: No matter where the known forward node is in v's local view, at least one of those m nodes are within the forward direction of the known forward node and considered covered. Consequently, all those m nodes with higher id's than v are also covered, because they are connected to that node. Also, all neighbors of v (within the large circle representing the combined transmission range of nodes in the central square) are considered covered because they are neighbors of those m nodes.
Let n be the number of forward nodes in the central square, and n 0 be the number of nodes in all m squares with id's larger than or equal to these forward nodes. Based on the above discussion, some of the m squares must be "empty," i.e., do not contain any of the n 0 nodes; otherwise, the forward node with the minimal id will be a nonforward node, which is a contradiction. As the n 0 nodes are uniformly distributed among m squares with independent distribution, the probability
where X represents event "at least one of the m squares is empty" and the expected number of forward nodes within area A is
In an optimal solution, a forward node can cover at most r 2 =A squares, where r is the maximal transmission range of each node. Therefore, the expected ratio of the number of forward nodes in DSP to that in an optimal solution is at most r 2 m 2 =A ¼ Oð1Þ, as r, m and A are constants for a given set of fixed beam patterns. t u
Both m and A depend on K. The specific value of probabilistic bound increases as the number of directions increases. Whether a bound exists on the number of forward directions remains an open problem.
EXTENSIONS
We consider two special cases of DSP: directional self-pruning with shortest paths (DSP-SP) that supports shortest path routing in reactive routing protocols, and directional selfpruning with directional reception (DSP-DR) that uses the directional reception mode to further reduce the broadcast redundancy.
DSP with Shortest Paths
In order to support shortest paths routing in reactive routing protocols, it is desirable for the RREQ packet to arrive at the destination along a shortest path with minimal hop count. By using directional transmissions in broadcasting, DSP has already achieved maximal per-hop transmission distance. In order to minimize the number of hops, we propose the shortest path extension of DSP. In this extension (called DSP-SP), the scope of "covered nodes" is restricted by applying a distance-related constraint in term 3 of the directional coverage rule. In the original term 3, a neighbor w is viewed as covered if it connected to a known forward node u via a replacement path. In DSP-SP, the length of the replacement path is restricted within two hops. That is, w is considered as covered only when it is a neighbor of u, or a neighbor's neighbor of u. Here, we assume the propagation delay of a broadcast packet is proportional to the number of hops it travels. To maintain this assumption, each node determines its forward directions immediately after receiving the first copy of a broadcast packet. No backoff delay is used to find more known forward nodes. In the worst case, when the propagation delay is nonuniform at each hop, DSP-SP is as good as blind flooding in terms of finding shorter paths.
Using DSP-SP, the broadcast process in Fig. 4 will be the same. It is because in each local view of this sample network, there is only one known forward node, and the length of each replacement path that connects a covered node to the known forward node is at most 2. For example, in node 2's local view, both covered nodes 9 and 10 are within 1 hop of the known forward node 1, and covered node 8 is within 2 hops of node 1. In most cases, however, fewer nodes are viewed as covered in DSP-SP than in DSP, which yields more forward nodes and forward directions. The probabilistic bound on the number of forward nodes in DSP does not apply to DSP-SP. On the other hand, the transmission cost of DSP-SP is comparable to the omnidirectional self-pruning [31] , which is significantly lower than similar schemes using omnidirectional antennas [23] , [32] . 
DSP with Directional Reception
The directional reception mode is very effective in reducing interference and improving the quality of the incoming signal. In addition, if some nodes have decided to receive from only a subset of its neighbors, this information can be utilized in a schedule-based MAC protocol [2] to improve channel utilization. Omnidirectional reception has been assumed in existing broadcast protocols. In the second special case of DSP, we show that a majority of nodes in the network can direct its reception beam to a single neighbor for better SNR and spatial reuse ratio. In DSP-DR, a time division scheme similar to that in [2] is used. Each "Hello" interval is divided into a small time portion for "Hello" message exchanges, and a large time portion for data transmission. In the first time portion, all nodes collect 2-hop information and run a localized CDS formation algorithm, such as Rule k [6] . Nodes in the CDS form a virtual backbone that connects all nodes in the network. After the virtual backbone formation, every nonvirtual backbone node selects one virtual backbone neighbor as its unique dominator. When there are multiple neighboring backbone nodes, the one with the highest id is selected. At the beginning of the second time portion, all virtual backbone nodes use the omnidirectional reception mode, while each nonvirtual backbone node uses the directional reception mode and points its transmission/reception beam toward its dominator. In a broadcasting, each virtual backbone node applies the DSP algorithm to determine its forward status and forward directions, while all nonvirtual backbone nodes, except the source, are nonforward nodes. Compared with the original DSP, local views of virtual backbone nodes are sparsified. Only one link is preserved for each nonvirtual backbone node v: the one connecting the v and its dominator. All other adjacent links of v are removed from local views of neighboring nodes.
Theorem 4. The forward scheme determined by DSP-DR achieves full delivery and the expected number of forward nodes determined by DSP-DR is Oð1Þ times that in an optimal solution.
Proof. DSP-DR is equivalent to broadcasting with DSP in a sparsified topology after removing links between nonvirtual backbone nodes and their nondominator neighbors. When the virtual backbone nodes form a CDS, and all nonvirtual backbone nodes are connected to the virtual backbone, the sparsified topology is still connected, and the resultant forward scheme guarantees full delivery.
The number of forward nodes in DSP-DR is at most the number of virtual backbone nodes plus 1. Because the expected number of virtual backbone nodes determined by Rule k is Oð1Þ times that in an optimal solution [6] , this probabilistic bound also applies to DSP-DR. t u
SIMULATION
We evaluate DSP via two groups of simulations. The first group focuses on the pruning efficiency of the proposed algorithms and is conducted using a custom simulator in ideal networks without packet losses. In the second group, DSP is compared with several existing directional broadcast algorithms, in terms of both efficiency and reliability, in more realistic networks using the network simulator ns2 [8] .
Simulation in Ideal Networks
We first simulated DSP, OSP, and blind flooding in ideal networks without packet collision, channel contention, or node mobility. Simulations are conducted in random networks with 30-160 nodes deployed in a 1; 000m Â 1; 000m area. All nodes have a transmission range of 250m and an ideally sectorized antenna pattern with K sectors (2 K 16). The following metrics are compared:
1. number of forward nodes, 2. normalized transmission cost jF j=K, 3. redundancy ratio (i.e., average number of redundant receptions per node), and 4. average routing distance in hops. The first two metrics measure the efficiency of a broadcast algorithm. Metric 3 is an indicator of robustness and the level of interference. Metric 4 corresponds to the average end-to-end delay and the expected length of routes discovered in a reactive routing protocol. Together, they measure the broadcast quality. The 90 percent confidence intervals of these metrics are within AE1 percent. Fig. 6 illustrates omnidirectional and directional selfpruning in a random network with 50 nodes. OSP (shown in Fig. 6a ) uses 21 forward nodes. Its normalized transmission cost is also 21. Its redundant ratio is 2.74. The average routing distances is 3.70. DSP (shown in Fig. 6b ) uses 22 forward nodes, 34 forward directions, and a normalized transmission cost of 8.5. Its redundant ratio is 1.56. The average routing distances is 3.72.
Efficiency. Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b compare the broadcast cost of DSP and OSP. Previous simulation results shown that OSP is more efficient than most existing deterministic broadcast protocols [31] , which in turn are more efficient than probabilistic protocols [30] . The normalized transmission cost of DSP with K ¼ 2; 4; 8, and 16 is about 70 percent, 55 percent, 45 percent, and 35 percent that of OSP. Although DSP has slightly (5-10 percent) more forward nodes than OSP, each forward node uses only a few forward directions. The portion of nonforward directions increases as more directions are used to create finer divisions. On the other hand, the gain in broadcast efficiency is not a linear function of K. Considering the complexity of forming many beam patterns, using K ¼ 4 or K ¼ 8 is good enough to conserve bandwidth and energy consumption.
Quality. Fig. 7c shows the redundancy of blind flooding, OSP, and DSP. The redundancy ratio of blind flooding increases as the number of nodes increases, while redundant ratios of the self-pruning schemes remain low. Specifically, the redundant ratio of OSP is about 4, and that of DSP with 2 K 16 is between 1.8 to 3.5. As DSP has very low redundancy with a larger K, it is very efficient at conserving bandwidth. On the other hand, it may suffer a reliability problem in situations with heavy packet losses. In such a case, either a small K or some reliability mechanisms should be used. Fig. 7d compares average routing distances. The average routing distance of blind flooding is about 20 percent shorter than those of self-pruning algorithms. If either OSP or DSP is used to disseminate RREQ in route discovery, the resultant route is expected to be 20 percent longer than the one discovered via blind flooding. The difference between different self-pruning algorithms is very small.
Extensions. Fig. 7e and Fig. 7f compare DSP-SP and DSP-DR with DSP, OSP, and a variation of OSP that preserves shortest paths (OSP-SP). The number of sectors is K ¼ 8. Both DSP-SP and OSP-SP have the shortest average routing distance (the same as that of blind flooding). The penalty is that their transmission cost and broadcast redundancy are doubled, compared with the general DSP and OSP protocols that have a longer routing distance. On the other hand, the transmission cost of DSP-SP is smaller than OSP, and its broadcast redundancy is similar to that of OSP. Replacing OSP with DSP-SP for a route discovery can reduce routing distance without increasing overhead.
The normalized transmission cost of DSP-DR is similar to that of the general DSP. However, the redundancy ratio of DSP-DR is very close to 1 (i.e., no redundancy), which is significantly smaller than the general DSP. This is because most nodes in DSP-DR are nonvirtual backbone nodes. In most cases, a nonvirtual backbone node receives the broadcast packet only once from its dominator. Since each node can only receive from one sender at a time, fewer redundant receptions in DSP-DR implies less interference and higher spatial channel reuse ratio.
The above simulation results can be summarized as follows:
1. DSP uses slightly more forward nodes than OSP, but has a much lower bandwidth and energy consumption. 2. The redundant ratio of DSP is 50 percent to 89 percent that of OSP. 3. The average routing distance of DSP is very close to that of OSP, and is about 20 percent longer than the optimal distance. 4. DSP-SP has the same routing distance as blind flooding, while its overhead is similar to that of OSP. 5. DSP-DR achieves a very low (near 1) redundancy ratio using directional reception mode.
Simulation in Realistic Networks
We also simulated DSP on ns2:1b9 to study its efficiency, overhead, delivery ratio, and delay as functions of network density, collision, and mobility. Our simulations use the directional antenna model and an enhanced IEEE 802.11 MAC layer provided by the enhanced network simulator (TeNs) [24] , and the steady state, random waypoint mobility model [18] . The simulated ad hoc network is also deployed in a 1; 000m Â 1; 000m area with 30-160 nodes. All nodes have a transmission range of 250m, an omnidirectional antenna for reception, and four directional antennas with an ideally sectorized radiation pattern for transmission (i.e., K ¼ 4). All nodes share a single 2Mb channel. The traffic load is 1-10 packets per second (pps), with a packet size of 64 bytes. A higher traffic load has not been used because of a defect in the current MAC layer, as will be discussed later. The "Hello" message interval is 1s. The average node moving speed varies from 1 to 25m=s. Two existing schemes are simulated for comparison: 1) The probabilistic approach proposed by Hu et al. (HHH) [9] . In HHH, the source node designates one neighbor in each direction as a forward node. Upon reception, a forward node forwards in all directions, except the direction of the source, and designates one neighbor in each of these directions as a forward node. 2) The directional neighbor elimination approach proposed by Shen et al. (SHJ) [25] . In SHJ, each sender u piggybacks its neighbor set NðuÞ into the broadcast packet. When a node v receives this packet, it forwards the packet to only those "uncovered" directions i satisfying N i ðvÞ À NðuÞ À fug 6 ¼ ;. This scheme was shown to be more efficient than other schemes in [25] . Both HHH and SHJ require 1-hop AoA information. SHJ guarantees full delivery in ideal networks, while HHH does not. Two omnidirectional broadcast schemes, OSP and Flooding, are also simulated. In these schemes, each forward node transmits the broadcast packet in all four directions.
Density. Figs. 8a, 8b , and 8c show performance of simulated protocols when the network population varies from 30 to 160. The average node speed of a moving node is 1m=s and the traffic load is 10pps. Fig. 8a gives the efficiency in terms of average percentage of forward directions per broadcasting. Flooding has near 100 percent forward directions (some nodes may not receive the packet due to collision and do not forward). SHJ is better than Flooding, but less efficient than other schemes. The underlying neighbor elimination scheme [14] requires direct coverage, which is less effective in dense networks. Both DSP and HHH are more efficient than OSP. DSP is better than HHH under most scenarios, and HHH is slightly better in very dense networks. Fig. 8b compares amortized broadcast overhead in terms of average bytes sent to the MAC layer per direction. The result is similar to that in Fig. 8a with one exception: HHH has lower overhead than DSP in networks with more than 50 nodes. The reason is that HHH has a fixed "Hello" message size, while "Hello" messages in DSP contain a list of neighbors, and have a variable size increasing with network density. Nevertheless, both DSP and HHH have similar number of packet transmissions. If position information is available, DSP can also use a fixed "Hello" size and a lower overhead than HHH. Fig. 8c compares reliability in terms of delivery ratio. Flooding and SHJ achieve almost full (100 percent) delivery in networks with more than 50 nodes. Both OSP and DSP have high (> 90 percent) delivery ratios, while HHH has a relatively low (79 percent) delivery ratio. That is because all other protocols are deterministic and guarantee full delivery in an ideal network, while HHH is a probabilistic scheme and does not guarantee full delivery.
Collision. The signal interference range in TeNs is more realistic and larger than that in ns2. In addition, the current IEEE 802.11 MAC is defected, which cannot avoid collisions among multicast traffics using directional antennas (called the directional hidden terminal problem): When a node u is multicasting to a certain direction, another node v in the opposite direction cannot sense the transmission even when v is close to u. In this case, v may transmit to the same direction and cause collisions at many receivers. In the simulation, we use a random forward jitter delay in ½0; D max (D max ¼ 100ms) to reduce collisions, and limit the traffic load to no higher than 10pps. Fig. 8d shows delivery ratios under low mobility (1m=s) and low traffic (1pps). All protocols have lower delivery ratio with a small jitter delay (D max ¼ 1-10ms) . Even Flooding cannot achieve full delivery in this case; the delivery ratio of HHH is as low as 60 percent. The delivery ratios increase quickly as D max increases, and reach their maximums when D max ¼ 100ms. Such a jitter delay is used by other simulations in this section. However, a large D max causes high end-to-end delay, as shown in Fig. 8e . A novel collision avoidance mechanism at the MAC layer is crucial for effective broadcast/multicast using directional antennas.
Mobility. Fig. 8f shows the effect of mobility on the delivery ratio. Flooding and SHJ are barely affected by mobility, as they have sufficient redundancy to overcome packet losses in node movement. On the other hand, the delivery ratios of OSP, DSP, and HHH decrease as moving speed increases. DSP has about the same level of redundancy as HHH, but has a much higher delivery ratio than HHH. The reason is that HHH designates only one neighbor in each direction. No neighbor will forward the packet if this neighbor misses the packet due to node movement.
Simulation results in this section can be summarized as follows:
1. DSP is more efficient than OSP, and much more efficient than SHJ. 2. All broadcast protocols using directional antenna suffer from packet collisions caused by the directional hidden terminal problem. This problem can be alleviated by introducing a jitter delay at each forward node. 3. DSP has nearly the same efficiency as HHH, but is much more reliable than HHH in realistic networks with collision and mobility.
CONCLUSION
We have proposed an efficient broadcast protocol for ad hoc networks using directional antennas. This protocol, called directional self-pruning (DSP), is a nontrivial generalization of an existing localized deterministic broadcast protocol using omnidirectional antennas. Compared with its omnidirectional predecessor, DSP achieves much lower broadcast redundancy and conserves bandwidth and energy consumption. DSP is based on 2-hop topology information and does not rely on any location or angle-of-arrival (AoA) information. A special case of DSP can be used for preserving shortest paths in on-demand route discovery processes. Another special case of DSP is proposed to use the directional reception mode in broadcasting. We proved that the average number of forward nodes in DSP is within a constant factor of the minimal value in an optimal solution. Extensive simulation results show that DSP outperforms many existing directional and omnidirectional broadcast protocols in terms of efficiency and/or reliability.
In future work, we plan to expand the proposed scheme to support neighbor-designating protocols such as MPR and its variations [14] , [15] , [21] , and use a "cleaner" scheme for using the directional reception mode in efficient broadcasting. The current version of DSP-DR relies on a virtual backbone for determining the reception directions of each node. A more elegant approach should treat all nodes uniformly. Another task is the probabilistic analysis on the number of forward directions in random ad hoc networks. One possibility is to extend existing results [16] from onehop networks to multihop networks. We also plan to develop MAC layer support for effective multicast/broadcast using directional antennas via mitigating the directional hidden terminal problem. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
